interiors
A replica of an antique Dutch chandelier,
from the Axel Vervoordt Home Collection,
hangs above Eero Saarinen for Knoll
‘Tulip’ chairs and ‘Saarinen’ dining table
in the informal dining room of hair
colourist Louise Galvin’s London home,
built in 1883. A Murano ‘Medusa’ lamp
sits on a walnut sideboard by George
Nakashima, and the artwork next to the
carved stone inglenook fireplace is by
Lucien Freud. OPPOSITE PAGE: the bay
window of the same room features
original leaded windows overlooking the
rear gardens. The 18th-century-style
armchair in linen, matching footstool
and sofa are all from the Axel Vervoordt
Home Collection. Details, last pages.
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A light touch and a keen eye transform a historical
london home from lacklustre to spectacular.
photographer/writer MICHAEL pAUL
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ouise Galvin is quick to point out that, although her
family’s sumptuously renovated home in London’s
Kensington is an important historical building, it is first
and foremost a family home. “However, we recognise our
responsibility as custodians of a house that holds a special place in
the history of London’s architecture,” she says.
Galvin, daughter of British hair colourist Daniel Galvin — whose
celebrity clients have included Twiggy and Diana, Princess of Wales
— is a respected hair colourist in her own right. With her husband,
television executive Charlie Bracken, she is also the owner of one of
the most extraordinary examples of residential architecture in the
city. Home to many a London luminary before falling into disrepair
in the early 1980s, the couple has painstakingly renovated the
house over the past few years. Their commitment to preserving
the provenance of this heritage-listed property is easy to see.
The house was built in 1883 for Henry John Coke, the son
of the first Earl of Leicester and neighbour to dramatist and
librettist William Gilbert (of Gilbert and Sullivan fame). >

In the drawing room, a 1960s sofa
by Milo Baughman for Thayer
Coggin is matched with Axel
Vervoordt chairs, a coffee table by
Jules Wabbes and an Oluce
‘Atollo’ lamp by Vico Magistretti.
The artworks are all by Peter Doig.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: in the formal dining room, a Jules Wabbes
table is paired with his ‘Louise’ chairs for Bulo. The ceiling light is by Michael
Anastassiades, while the two paintings are by Ida Barbarigo; the sideboard
is by Josef Frank; in the main living room, a ‘Bambi’ chair by Rastad & Relling,
two Vervoordt chairs in blue and a ‘Moon’ sofa by Vladimir Kagan are arranged
around a Martin Szekely coffee table, below an artwork by Anthony Benjamin;
an Ico Parisi lamp rests atop a ‘Bahut’ sideboard by Charlotte Perriand,
between artworks by William Scott (left) and Wilhemina Barns-Graham.

her vision was to create light,
natural spaces with an organic flow
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The central island in the
predominantly white kitchen is
statuary marble. The light is
another replica of an antique
Dutch chandelier from the Axel
Vervoordt Home Collection.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Louise Galvin on the third-floor landing, framed
by the home’s elaborate Victorian oak staircase; a rare Angelo Mangiarotti marble
table stands in the panelled entrance hall. The wide-plank pale-oak floorboards run
throughout; a Murano glass chandelier by Venini hangs in the landing; in Galvin’s
study, an African rosewood desk and table by Jules Wabbes provide ample working
space. The sofa was custom-made by the Axel Vervoordt Home Collection, and the
painting is Jeu Nuancé (1961) by Ida Barbarigo.

“A pared-back approach was central to
contrast with the busy moulded ceilings”
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In the master bathroom, a marble bath
from London’s Limestone Gallery sits
before the Holbeinesque leaded windows
and beneath a Murano glass chandelier
by Venini. OPPOSITE PAGE, FROM
LEFT: the façade of the house, designed
in the early 1880s by Ernest George and
Harold Peto, represents the high point of
late-Victorian architectural individualism,
with its mix of motifs from northern
European merchant mansions and more
common features of Victorian residential
architecture; in the library, a ‘Senior’
armchair by Marco Zanuso sits beneath a
Nahoor ‘Mahari’ floor lamp. The painting
is by Roger Hilton. Details, last pages.

< It was part of a residential development by esteemed London
architects Ernest George and Harold Peto. Exponents of a flamboyant
and novel architectural style, their distinctive look came from
transplanting motifs from northern European merchant mansions
upon the stock of the rather reserved, indigenous Queen Anne style.
At first glance, the house displays the usual trappings of Victorian
residential architecture — red brick, blocked stone dressings, leaded
lights and high, tiled roofs. However, on closer inspection, the façade
is decorated with vernacular motifs from the merchant mansions of
Holland and Flanders. As one of the central houses in a row, it has
a shaped gable broken into by a chimney, while a triple-storey porch
and arched stone balustrade add elegance to the exterior.
When Galvin and Bracken — who have two young children
together and five older children from their first marriages — first
saw the house, many previous prospective buyers had been put
off by its dark appearance and oppressive interior. “We could see
beyond its current state and visualise the way it could look,” says
Galvin. “The proportions of the rooms were beautiful, as were the
decorative moulded ceilings, panelling, staircase and fireplaces.
We knew the bones of the house were right.”
From the beginning, her vision was to create light, natural spaces
with an organic flow from room to room — an approach that mirrors
her beliefs in life and strongly held views on the environment.
Soon after the sale was agreed in 2012, London architect David
Quigley was engaged to handle the structural work. Galvin had
been introduced to Axel Vervoordt through her friend, designer
Ilse Crawford, and after visiting Antwerp and seeing Vervoordt’s
work for other clients, she commissioned his company to undertake

the interior design. The brief was to keep the core integrity of the
original building by creating a fresh, uncluttered look that would
place the emphasis on the furniture, art and architectural features.
Barbara de Belder-Maselis, lead designer at Axel Vervoordt,
explains the practice’s thinking. “We take a very different approach
to other interior designers,” she says. “Right at the beginning, it’s
important to understand the family, their personality, lifestyle and
how they want to live. The house evolves together with the client, and
along this journey we try to translate their needs in the most natural
way and to make connections with the past, present and future.”
Galvin and the team chose a white-based palette for the interiors
to integrate the family’s existing art and furniture collection,
while respecting the house’s history. “We took into account the
family’s desire for simplicity and natural spaces,” says de BelderMaselis. “A pared-back approach was central to contrast with the
busy moulded ceilings, panelled walls and fireplaces.”
The house is largely furnished in classics pieces from the early-tomid-20th-century. Their bold, graphic shapes combine with the white
walls and refined colour palette to evoke a contemporary feel; an
elegant simplicity. The precise, symmetrical style of Belgian furniture
and interiors designer Jules Wabbes makes him a particular favourite
of the couple. “For us it was love at first sight,” says Galvin.
The interior she and the Axel Vervoordt team have created will
continue to evolve; it’s a house that will grow with the family while
holding onto its heritage. A functional home that meets the needs of
busy people, every room has a purpose. Yet, despite these practical
needs, the interior features sublime touches of glamour and elegance,
thanks to Galvin’s passion for history and eye for beauty. VL
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